Abstract-Efficient mobility management for portable stations (PS's)-handoff, channel assignment, and locating-will play an important role in future personal communication systems (PCS's). Among these tasks, location management plays a critical role for wide-area roaming. The key elements of locating are location registration/updating and paging. Due to the smaller cell size in PCS, the high boundary crossing rate of PS will result in more frequent location area (LA) updating. This, in turn, will result in more interrogations with location registers, which will generate a higher volume of access and signaling traffic (SS7 traffic). One solution to this problem is to increase the size of LA, which, unfortunately, also increases paging traffic. Efficient paging algorithms may generate relatively less paging traffic such that larger LA's may become plausible. Depending on the call-arrival rate to the cell, boundary crossing rate, optimum size of LA, and paging technique used, the overall cost could vary substantially. The paging techniques considered in this paper are simultaneous paging and sequential paging. The two schemes are studied in detail in order to understand the problems associated with location management in the PCS environment. In the authors' opinion, this paper provides, for the first time, a simple yet powerful analytical framework which can be used to analyze "intelligent" paging schemes as well as simultaneous and sequential paging.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
OCATION registration or updating for keeping track of the positions of portable stations (PS's) and the paging procedure used for the called PS will play an important role in a personal communication systems (PCS's) environment. Whenever a PS changes its location area (LA), which is composed of one or more cells, location information about the PS stored in certain registers in the fixed network will be updated. This process is described in detail in Section II. This location updating will generate radio access traffic and, sometimes, signaling traffic of signaling system number 7 network (SS7) [1] , [2] . Exact locating of mobile stations will reduce the time for call setup and increase the paging efficiency. Keeping track of the current LA associated with each PS needs frequent interactions between the portable stations and the system. Reducing such interactions is one of the goals of efficient location management [3] - [14] . Timeand distance-based location updating [15] , [16] , history-based Manuscript received December 27, 1994; revised October 28, 1996. This work was supported in part by a National Science Foundation Fellowship for S. Mishra and a Korea Telecom Fellowship for H. Jung.
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locating [15] , [17] , and changing the LA dynamically [18] are current trials to reduce the aforementioned interactions. Larger LA's generate less radio access and signaling traffic. In this case, however, the paging traffic increases. Different paging algorithms will be beneficial in different situations, depending on call-arrival rate, boundary crossing rate (BCR), etc. Simultaneous paging, by which all the cells in a LA are paged at the same time, will be the fastest, but the increase of paging traffic for each cell will be quite large. Sequential paging generates less paging traffic compared to the simultaneous paging, but has longer paging delay since paging areas (PA's), which are nothing but groups of cells within an LA, are paged one by one till the desired PS is found. This random sequential paging can be made more efficient if the probability of locating portable stations in cells is predictable [19] . Paging from the PA with a higher probability to one with a lower probability will reduce the average number of paged cells and reduce paging delay consequently.
Most of the previous studies focused on location registration/updating frequency only. This work considers the two paging methods together with location updating techniques so that the overall performance of the location management schemes is examined and quantified. In this paper, paging, access, signaling traffic, and paging delay in the case of two different paging techniques-simultaneous paging and sequential paging-are first quantified for future PCS. Then, to determine the most cost-effective location management technique, a simple cost function is introduced.
Even though several recent papers deal with the analysis of location management, to date there is no simple analytical framework which can be used for simultaneous, sequential, and "intelligent" [19] paging schemes in a unified manner. Furthermore, the overrigorous approaches taken by most of these treatments gloss over the fundamental aspects of the location management problem. The main contribution of this paper is to provide a simple yet powerful analytical framework which can be used to analyze the performance of simultaneous, sequential, and "intelligent" paging schemes in a unified manner. While this simple analytical framework leads to similar results with those obtained via the more rigorous approaches, it also provides valuable physical insight into the impact of main system parameters such as maximum paging delay, call-arrival rate, and boundary crossing rate on the overall cost of location management.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a system description for the location management is provided, and the two different paging techniques are 0018-9545/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE introduced. In Section III, the two paging techniques are compared in terms of relative paging delay and paging traffic. The access and the signaling traffic are discussed in Section IV. In Section V, the call-arrival and boundary crossing rates are introduced. Comparison of the two different paging techniques is done via a simple cost function in Section VI. In Section VII the implications of the obtained results are discussed. Section VIII contains the conclusions of this study, while the necessary auxiliary material is presented in the Appendixes.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Keeping track of the mobile users by updating the locating information and paging for them when they receive a call is termed as location management. The main idea is to locate the PS with minimum overhead, whenever there is a PSterminated call. When PS's cross into another LA, location updating will be required. This location updating requires radio access and signaling transactions. A unique portable phone number will be assigned to users, similar to the land line phone number given to users according to their home area, when users purchase portable phones. All the subscriber parameters including current locations of portable stations are permanently stored in home location register (HLR). To establish a physical communications path for a PS-terminated call, interrogation with the HLR of the called portable user will be first carried out to determine the current LA of the called party, i.e., the address of visitor location register (VLR), where all relevant parameters concerning a portable station are stored so long as the station is within the area controlled by that VLR [2] . Then, the call routing to the specific mobile switching center (MSC) will be made with the interrogated address of VLR of the called party. From the information obtained from the VLR, the PA for the PS is determined and all the base-stations in that area send a paging message for the PS [1] . As explained below, this PA can be the entire LA or a portion of it, depending on the scheme used. This location tracking and call setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . When the PS changes its LA of the same VLR, only VLR will be updated. When the PS moves into the LA of the other VLR, old VLR, new VLR, and HLR will be updated via the SS7 network.
LA and PA are differentiated in the following discussion [20] . An LA is a logical group of multiple PA's, and PA is a logical group of cells. To find out the relationship between the size of LA, paging traffic, radio access traffic, signaling traffic, their dependence on call-arrival rate and the boundary crossing rate, and to determine the optimal paging techniques, two cases of location management are considered in this paper.
Case 1: One LA is composed of cells. All the cells inside a LA will be paged simultaneously when there is a call to any one cell in the LA.
Case 2: One LA is composed of cells. Paging will be done in -cell ( ) PA's sequentially until the called PS is found. The PA's are selected in a random fashion for this preliminary analysis.
III. PAGING TRAFFIC AND PAGING DELAY
With simultaneous paging technique, every call to a PS will require paging over all the cells in a particular LA. Hence, with cells in one LA, the paging traffic of each cell ( ) will be , where is call-arrival rate for one cell [incoming calls/s]. Here, it is assumed that the call-arrival rate to each cell is homogeneous ( ). Using the sequential paging technique with one-cell PA, any call to a PS will require paging the cells in a LA one by one until the PS is located. The paging traffic will depend on the average number of paged cells till the PS is located. When the probability of locating a PS is assumed to be the same in each cell, , it is somewhat surprising that the probability of finding a called PS after paging number of cells remains the same, i.e.,
. Therefore, the average number of paged cells ( ) for locating a PS will be as follows [see Appendix A for details]:
Hence, the paging traffic for each cell with -cell LA, generated by sequential paging will be given by . The paging delay in this case will also be times longer than Case 1.
If number of cells are grouped as one PA and paged together, the probability of successful paging in one PA will be . In this case, the average number of paged PA, which is the same as paging delay (normalized with respect to Case 1), will be as follows: (2) Here, we assume that is an integer multiple of . The equation for the general case is derived in Appendix B. It was verified that (2) As a numerical example, when 20 cells make one LA, the paging traffic for sequential paging with is 0.53 times the paging traffic for simultaneous paging. In this case, the paging delay is 10.5 times longer with sequential paging compared to simultaneous paging. However, when , the paging traffic for sequential paging is 0.58 times that of simultaneous paging, but the paging delay is reduced to just 3.8 times that of the simultaneous paging case. Hence, when multiple-cell PA's are used in the case of sequential paging, there is a considerable decrease in the paging delay. The price paid is a slight increase in the paging traffic. Results on paging delay decrease and paging traffic increase normalized to the case of being "one" with four different values of (1, 3, 5, and 10) are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
In (3), it seems that in order to minimize the paging cost, can take any value from one to , or in other words, the paging delay can be completely ignored. This is not a valid assumption for real systems. There is a finite value of the maximum acceptable average paging delay ( ). is normalized with respect to the delay of simultaneous paging in the remainder of this paper. This can be used to determine the maximum ratio of the size of LA and the size of PA [see (2) ]. Since , using (2), the size of PA ( ) can be expressed in terms of the maximum acceptable average paging delay (
) and the size of LA ( ) as follows:
Substituting this for in (3), we obtain the paging traffic generated for each cell while taking the paging delay into account. This paging traffic is given by pages s (6) Note that (5) gives the minimum that would satisfy the delay requirement. So, can be larger than and still satisfy the requirement. Of course, as increases, the paging traffic increases. Hence, it is desirable to operate with PA size as . In Fig. 4 , the normalized paging traffic for simultaneous paging, sequential paging (without considering delay) and sequential paging (with paging delay consideration) are plotted versus the LA size. Observe that the traffic for sequential paging (without considering delay, i.e., infinite delay) has a normalized slope of one and the simultaneous paging traffic has a normalized slope of two. The paging traffic due to sequential paging (with paging delay consideration) has a curve which lies between the other two. In other words, the enforcement of the delay requirement on sequential paging increases the gradient of the paging traffic curve. In fact, as the delay requirement becomes more and more stringent (i.e., as decreases), the curve of sequential paging traffic tends toward that of simultaneous paging traffic, which is the case when . The behavior of paging traffic in Fig. 4 for different paging delay requirements confirms the physically intuitive result that to minimize the delay in sequential paging, the logical distinction between PA and LA should be abolished (i.e., ), in which case, sequential paging converges to simultaneous paging. In practice, the permissible paging delay in a PCS environment will dictate the slope of the paging traffic curve. If, for instance, the normalized maximum average paging delay is three, then the paging traffic will be the solid line shown in Fig. 4 . During the busy hours, if the network chooses to operate with less delay (suppose 1 normalized paging delay 3), then one will have a paging traffic curve which will lie between that of simultaneous paging and the curve for delay , as shown in Fig. 4 . Also note that when the required paging delay becomes more stringent (i.e., decreases), the value of paging traffic for a fixed increases. This implies that the effective weight of paging traffic and, consequently, the cost of location management goes up.
IV. ACCESS AND SS7 SIGNALING TRAFFIC
Radio access traffic will be generated whenever PS's cross LA's to report their change of LA to the network. The boundary crossing rate (BCR) of a cell is defined as the number of incoming PS's to a cell per second. Location information about a PS is updated every time a PS crosses an LA boundary [3] , [20] , [21] . When one cell is one LA, the radio access traffic of one cell to register or update the location register will be such that the access traffic of one cell will be accesses/s. When cells make one LA, the average access traffic of each cell will be accesses/s [see Appendix C]. This means that the average access traffic per cell, for location updating, will decrease as increases. However, it is clear that the border cells of an LA will encounter updating traffic whereas the center cells have no access traffic due to updating. This implies that more control channels should be assigned to the border cells of an LA compared to the center cells. To make a fair comparison, the cost of paging, updating and signaling for different cells in different positions in an LA are analyzed in detail in Appendix D.
SS7 traffic is generated not only when a PS crosses LA's of different MSC's, which requires updating of the HLR, but also when there is a PS-terminated call, which requires the interrogation of the HLR. If is the total number of cells controlled by an MSC, then the SS7 traffic generated per cell is signalling-messages/s.
V. CALL-ARRIVAL RATE AND BOUNDARY CROSSING RATE
The maximum numbers of calls (PS originating and arriving in each cell) that the system can handle is dependent on the number of available voice channels. The number of available voice channels are different for different access schemes, i.e., frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), time-division multiple access (TDMA), and code-division multiple access (CDMA) (see Table I ). If the call-arrival rate to PS's, , is assumed to range from 20%-50% of the total number of calls ( ), then the numerical range of will be as in Table I . The assumptions for these calculations are as follows. A frequency band of 25 MHz is allocated for each cellular communications provider. The frequency band of each channel for FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA is 30 KHz, 30 KHz, and 1.25 MHz, respectively. The available number of voice channels for one frequency channel is 1, 3, and 25, respectively. The frequency reuse factor of each scheme is 7, 7, and 1, respectively. The average call duration for each call is 2 min. The call blocking probability is assumed to be 1%. If the average traffic ( ) of each wireless user is 0. 016 Erlang [22] , the maximum number of standby and in-use portable stations in one cell ( ) can be determined by the relationship:
, where is the total offered load. These values are shown in Table I . The boundary crossing rate ( ) for PS's coming into a cell is given by [5] , [21] units crossings s 
VI. COST OF CASES
The paging traffic ( ), access traffic ( ), and SS7 signaling traffic ( ) are traffic changes in one cell depending on the BCR ( ), call-arrival rate ( ), the number of cells in a LA ( ), the number of cells in a PA ( ), and the number of cells controlled by an MSC ( ). The traffic components for the two schemes are summarized in Table II. Comparison of the two Cases is done via the cost function defined as follows: (8) where , , and are weights assigned to each traffic component. These weights may be different depending on the availability of channels and cost of constructing the signaling network. For example, if the SS7 network is constructed using the not-so-expensive fiber optic technology, then may be significantly less than and . In this paper, for simplicity, we assume these weights are equal. Hence, the location management cost for the two schemes is as follows: (9) (delay ignored (10) From Fig. 5 , it is clear that the cost of each scheme is minimum for a particular size of LA ( ). Of course, this is highly dependent on and . For the two schemes, is given as follows. Case 1:
Case 2:
delay ignored considering delay. (13) The parameters and depend on the geographical region, the time of the day, etc. If these values can be estimated accurately, then the optimal size of LA can be determined for the least expensive scheme for that particular scenario. For example, in Fig. 5 , although the sequential paging scheme with fixed is the least expensive scheme with , if the maximum acceptable average delay for sequential paging is just twice that of simultaneous paging, then and . Similarly, for crossings/s and calls/s, it is seen from Fig. 6 that if paging delay is not considered, the sequential paging scheme with and is most cost effective. On the other hand, if , then the sequential paging method with and is the way to go. So, the choice of the most cost-effective scheme is highly dependent on the user parameters and and the maximum acceptable average delay for sequential paging,
. Note that the sequential paging scheme always outperforms the simultaneous paging method.
A careful inspection of Figs. 5 and 6 reveals that the minimum cost of both simultaneous and sequential paging increases when the BCR ( ) increases, as expected. Fig. 7 shows the linear relationship between the BCR and the cost functions. Observe that the impact of an increase in the call-arrival rate is much more profound in the case of simultaneous paging compared to sequential paging.
It is interesting to note that the same analytical framework can also be used to analyze the performance of "intelligent" schemes. For example, if one considers a simple intelligent scheme where the users are classified as pedestrians and cars based on their speed and paging process is initiated in the most recent interaction area of the called PS, the location management cost of such a scheme is given by [23] (14) where is the fraction of the total number of PS's in a cell that are pedestrians, is the corresponding fraction of cars, and and are the probabilities of locating a pedestrian and a car, respectively, in the first paging step.
This cost function is plotted in Fig. 8 along with the costs of simultaneous and sequential paging schemes. We consider the case of an area where the pedestrian population is more than the fast-moving PS's. For example, this could be the situation in a downtown city area. The plots are computed for , , total number of users in a cell ( ) , , , and cell-radius m. For this case, calls/s and crossings/s. As expected, this simple "intelligent" scheme, which depends on paging based on most recent interaction area and binary classification of the users based on their speed, indeed brings the location management cost down.
VII. DISCUSSION
Location management with HLR, VLR, and the signaling network will be essential components for efficient roaming in PCS. The main objective of an efficient location management scheme is to bring the cost curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6 down with minimal penalty. This is difficult mainly because the chief components of the cost equation, namely the paging cost and the access cost operate in a counteractive fashion. For example, if one-cell LA's are used, the paging cost is minimum but the access cost is maximum. If the size of LA is increased, the access cost decreases but the paging cost starts increasing. These results are obvious from Fig. 9 , where the paging cost and the access cost for simultaneous paging are plotted versus the size of LA ( ). Here, crossings/s, calls/s, and . An efficient scheme is the one that reduces the overall cost (and not individual components of the cost function).
It is clear that it is not possible to reduce the overall cost of location management (which is currently carried out using the LA-based simultaneous paging scheme) by simply regrouping the cells logically. Sequential paging is one alternative and it can be improved further by adding some information, or "intelligence" [19] about the users in the system. As suggested, useful information related to the PS, such as the most recent interaction area and its speed, can be kept track of, and this information can be used in carrying out the paging process. This extra information will increase the probability of finding the PS in the first area paged. Of course, this depends on the user speed and the time lapse ( ) between last update of user location and call received. This intelligent paging scheme (based on most recent interaction area and the user speed), whose cost equation is given by expression (14) , is analyzed in detail in [23] and [24] . As an initial attempt, the users are classified into two groups, i.e., pedestrians and cars, based on their speed. Just like the case of sequential paging, the LA's are divided into a number of PA's. Whenever a PS receives a call, the paging process is initiated in the most recent interaction area (i.e., PA) of the PS. It is found that the location management scheme based on intelligent paging yields the minimum cost for slow-moving pedestrians as well as cars up to a certain value of . Beyond this, it becomes the same as sequential paging. However, the performance of the intelligent paging scheme is much better in situations when the pedestrian population is dominant. This is because the probability of finding a slow-moving PS during the first paging attempt is higher than that of a car at a given instance of time [23] , [24] . It is interesting to note that even though intelligent paging does lead to a cost reduction compared to random sequential paging, it comes at the expense of extra complexity. It remains to be seen whether this cost reduction will outweigh the complexity involved.
One of the main advantages of the simple analytical framework presented in this paper is the closed-form expressions it provides for the cost of location management. In particular, (9)- (11) clearly indicate the impact of main system parameters such as the boundary-crossing rate ( ), the call-arrival rate ( ), the LA size ( ), and the maximum acceptable average delay ( ) on the overall cost of location management. As an example, when increases and/or increases, cost of both sequential and simultaneous paging schemes will increase. Also, a careful inspection of (9)- (11) reveals that when increases, all other system parameters being fixed, the cost increase of sequential paging scheme is less than that of simultaneous paging. It is interesting to note that the cost of any intelligent scheme, for example, the one given by (14) , will be similar to (11) . In fact, the only difference will be in the cost of paging. Furthermore, the cost of paging for the intelligent scheme will be clearly less than or equal to that for the sequential paging scheme. For the simple intelligent scheme described in [23] and [24] , the worst case scenario is the case when , when the paging scheme becomes nothing but the random sequential paging method. Indeed, for the above values of and , (14) reduces to (11) . In other words, the coefficient of in the cost expression for the intelligent paging case will be smaller than that for the sequential paging case. Thus, everything else being equal, when increases, which is the expected case for the future PCS environment, the cost of the intelligent paging scheme will be the least affected amongst the three schemes. Our current research is on further improving these intelligent paging strategies by making use of other physical entities in addition to user speed.
The expression for the optimum size of LA ( ) for the case of simultaneous paging, given by (12) , can be derived from the analysis in [18] . However, the expression for for sequential paging, given by (13) , has been derived for the first time in terms of the boundary crossing rate, the call-arrival rate and the maximum acceptable average paging delay. From this simple expression, the impact of the change in the system parameters on the optimum LA size can be easily visualized. For example, if , and we consider a situation where changes from 10 to 5 crossings/s and changes from 0. 2 to 1 calls/s, then changes from 12 to 3 cells.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple analytical framework is presented for analyzing the performance of different schemes for location management. This formulation leads to very simple closedform expressions (as opposed to the treatments given by several overrigorous approaches) for the cost of location management in terms of the call-arrival rate, boundary crossing rate, the size of the LA, the maximum acceptable average paging delay, the total number of cells controlled by the MSC, etc., thereby allowing valuable physical insight into the impact of each of these system parameters on the overall cost of location management.
The presented approach paves the way for further studies on "intelligent" paging schemes in location management. While the analytical framework presented in this paper leads to similar results with those of more rigorous approaches for simultaneous and sequential paging, its simplicity is a great advantage. Indeed, our preliminary results on most recent interaction area and speed-based "intelligent" schemes, given by (14) , also confirm the utility and power of this simple approach [23] , [24] .
It is anticipated that the performance of novel "intelligent" schemes, which will use additional data that is already available in the network, can also be easily evaluated using the analytical framework of this paper. Our current research efforts are in this direction.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF (1) Suppose the probability of locating a PS is the same in each cell in a LA. Let this probability be , where is the number of cells (assume one-cell PA's). This implies that the probability of not locating the PS in the searched cell is . The probability of locating the PS in two trials (assuming we failed in the first trial) will be locating the PS in two trials
Similarly, probability of locating the PS in trials will be locating the PS in trials (A.2) assuming that our system has memory. In other words, the above expressions assume that once cell number 1, cell number 2 cell number is paged, when we search the st cell the PS will not be in cells number 1 to . This is a reasonable assumption if the time required for paging a cell is much smaller than the time required to move from one cell to another.
Hence, the average number of paged cells is 
APPENDIX C DERIVATION OF ACCESS TRAFFIC
A LA is composed of multiple cells. The cell shapes can be approximated to various geometric shapes [25] (hexagon, circle, square, triangle, etc.). We consider square-shaped cells in this analysis.
Let the side of one cell be normalized to 1 m. In this case, the cell perimeter is 4 m. The boundary crossing rate (BCR) The above equation gives the exact average access traffic of each cell when the LA is square-shaped. It is shown in Fig. 10 that this equation is a very good approximation for nonsquare LA's (i.e., when is not a square number) also.
APPENDIX D COST FOR BORDER CELLS AND CENTER CELLS
Let a LA be composed of cells.
[Note: square-shaped cells are considered in this analysis.] Let each square cell be of unit area. It is easy to show that for an -cell squared area, the area occupied by the border cells is , i.e., . Since the cells are of unit area, the number of border cells of the LA is for 1. It is found that this is a good approximation for nonsquared also. The total boundary crossing rate for this LA is [see Appendix C]. This access traffic is concentrated at the border cells of the LA. Hence, the average access traffic per border cell is . Therefore, for border cells of an LA, the average access traffic for location updating tends to as increases. A center cell of an LA does not experience any location update traffic. Hence, . These results are summarized in Tables III and IV. 
